
Faculty of expression

Simple lines that intersect in a combination of modernity 
and constructive tradition.
Mark a stroke characterize a glass surface.
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ZA 52PC: the “only glass” effect

ZA  52PC : excellence in performance

ZA  52PC : tailored solutions for every 

Contemporary architecture relies on light 
structures with clean, compact forms. Thanks 
to the “JUST CLICK®” fixing system the gap 
between glass panes is reduced to just 12 

mm and the glass edge is perfectly aligned 
with the edge of the aluminium frame.
Result: an “ONLY GLASS” view from both 
inside and out.  

The ZA 52PC system guarantees high thermal 
and acoustic insulation levels thanks to the 
constant research and development carried 
out by the Company. Profiles, gaskets, and 

accessories are developed together in order 
to create a high-insulation glazing system 
that plays an active part in improving energy 
efficiency and the level of comfort of the entire 

The ZA 52 system allows for a modern 
facade design with lines that are clean and 
simple, but without limiting the constructive 
possibilities of the architectural skin.  The ZA 
52PC system can be adapted with bespoke 

aluminium profiles, the integration of solar 
shading into the facade, and the installation 
of glass panes of over 800 kg in weight. Each 
project becomes unique and stands out from 
the crowd.
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Stick curtain wall

ZA 52 PC system has been constantly revised 
and improved during several years of use. The 
structure is made by aluminium mullions and 
transoms which are fixed together in a crossing 
sequence. The term “stick” refers to the 
factory-cut mullions and transoms which are 
transported to site as loose bars or sticks. The 
crossing-section is 52 mm and the profile depth 
starts from 40 mm and reach up to 450 mm 
with customised profile shape. The insulated 
glass units or spandrels panels are held in place 
by the externally applied pressure plates which 
are fixed with self-tapping screws at 200 mm to 
300 mm intervals and finished off by the external 
cover cappings, which are snapped into place 
by hand/soft mallet.  

System versatility enables to integrate various 
opening types: tilt&turn, outward, sliding or 
parallel. The most common integration is with 
ZA 77 system.

thermal parameters
Facade module
Profile depth

100% visible parts
Glass insulation
Total facade insulation

50% visible parts/spandrel parts
Glass insulation
Glasspanel insulation      
Total facade insulation

Iserimento porta a battente Inserimento finestra a battente

ZA  52PC

Profilo esterno
continuo

Guarnizioni
in EPDM

Materiale ad
alto isolamento
termo-acustico

Vetrocamera
triplo

Montante
profondità 
variabile

performance
Air insulation  AE
Wind pressure 2000 Pa
Water insulation RE1800
Thermal insulation (double glass) Ug 0,97 W/m2k
Thermal insulation (triple glass) Ug 0,65 W/m2k
Acoustic insulation Rw 47-50 dB
Glass weight oltre 1100 Kg

1500x3200 mm  
110 mm

Ug 0,60 W/m2k
Ucw 0,78 W/m2k

Ug 0,60 W/m2k
Up 0,23 W/m2k

Ucw 0,47 W/m2K

features
Profile section 52mm
Pressure plate section 50 mm
Profile depth 40-450 mm
Profile shape Rectangular /customised
Glass thickness 4-70 mm

System detail


